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Notice to Contributors of Articles
Publication policies

Writing should be clear, concise and coherent. Avoid cliches
and literary mannerisms. Organize your material so that the
introduction is a statement of your findings, problem, or thesis,
and the balance of your paper contains the supporting details and
arguments. Be sure the significance of your work or thoughts is
apparent to readers outside your field; do not hesitate to include
explanations that may be obvious to professional colleagues.
Avoid specialized jargon and abbreviations. When technical
terms are essential, define those that are peculiar to your field.
A good general style manual can be of great assistance.

Membership in the Minnesota Academy of Science is a desirable but not necessary condition of publication in the JOURNAL.
All papers by residents of Minnesota, staff and students of Minnesota high schools, colleges, and universities, that meet the editorial
criteria of the Academy will be considered for publication. Papers
are accepted with the understanding that they have not been published. submitted, or accepted for publication elsewhere. Short
reports of work published elsewhere are welcomed, however, providing copyrights are not infringed.
Authors will usually be notified of receipts of their papers. Some
papers may be sent to reviewers for evaluation of their soundness
and significance. Suggestions for revisions or editorial changes, if
necessary, will be sent out in ample time to meet the production
schedule . Rejected articles will be returned as soon as possible.

Footnotes should be used sparingly. In most instances, the
information can be incorporated in the text. Do not use footnotes
for references or citations.

Types af papers

References

The JOURNAL welcomes all papers of scientific interest to the
membership and to residents of Minnesota, such as articles, reports of research, abstracts of work published elsewhere, letters
of opinion or information, reports of meetings and book reviews.
All papers should be prepared in the form best suited to its material and pnrpose.
EACH PAPER MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ABSTRACT AND A BRIEF PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY OF
THE AUTHOR / AUTHORS. TWO COPIES SHOULD BE SUBMITTED.

References should be arranged alphabetically in the following
form:

Footnotes

Book:
Chapter:

Exeter, C., and Andover, P. 1961. Vermont Granite.
fo Andover, P., Editor. A Study of New England

Rocks. Boston, Provincial Press, pp. 126-199.
Journal

Andover, P., Exeter, C., and Choate, S. 1962. Addi-

article:

tional Notes on New England Rocks. Geo/., 24: 12,
pp. 16-58.

Proofs

One set of galley proofs will be provided for each paper. Alterations should be kept to an absolute minimum and should be
marked on the galley, not on the manuscript. The Academy reserves the right to bill authors for textual revisions after type has
been set. Corrected proofs should be returned to the Editor as
quickly as possible.

Andover, P. 1961. A s111dy of New England Rocks.
Boston, Provincial Press.

To cite a reference in the text, use the following fonn:
General: (Exeter and Andover, J961 ) .
Specific: (Exeter and Andover, 1961: 129-130).

Use standard abbreviations for names of journals as given in
Chemical Abstracts List of Periodicals or the library catalogue.

Reprints

Reprints are provided at cost. The minimum order is 100
reprints.
Preparation of manuscripts

All manuscripts must be prepared on a good grade of white
bond paper and double spaced throughout. Do n0t use yellow
second sheets, thin or "erasable" paper. Do not use single spacing
anywhere.
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Subheadings

Insert subheads in appropriate places in the text. Keep them
short and meaningful. Avoid use of "Introduction" at beginning
of paper or "conclusion" near end.
Summary

Do not use a summary if it duplicates the infonnation in your
abstract.
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